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Abstract— Drilling is a reducing process that makes use of a 

drill bit to reduce or make bigger a hole of circular move-

section   in stable materials. The drill bit is a rotary slicing 

device, often multipoint. The bit is pressed against the 

paintings piece and rotated at charges from loads to thousands 

of revolutions in step with minute. This forces the slicing facet 

against the work piece, slicing off chips (swarf) from the hole 

as it's far drilled. Here we are reading the drilling device 

lifestyles, which confirmed us that there are special parameters 

(Force, feeding Rate, MOQ, Tool Material, Tool Geometry, 

and many others.), that are affecting the Drilling Tool Life. 
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I INTRODUCTION 

Drilling device can be described as an device which is 

used to drill holes. Drilling machine plays an vital position 

in mechanical workshops. The motive of this venture 

artwork is to get maintain of complete information relating 

drilling machines. A drilling system comes in many sizes 

and styles, from small hand held energy drills to bench 

hooked up and ultimately ground-mounted fashions. Today 

the Industrial increase is purely depending up on present 

day-day machines; consequently, the difficulty of drilling 

machines is prolonged too widely, because of the fact in 

recent times extensive sorts of drilling machines are 

designed for numerous packages. The maximum advanced 

version-drilling gadget is CNC (Computer Numeric 

Control), it's far used for drilling the PCB‟s (Printed circuit 
forums). CNC Drilling is generally carried out for mass 

manufacturing. Simple drilling machines like hand-held 

transportable drilling machines, strength feed drilling 

machines, and many others. Are pretty not unusual, we are 

able to find out those machines everywhere. Often those 

machines are used for drilling a through hole over the 

assignment; those machines cannot be used for amount of 

machining operations for specific applications. Human 

pressure is wanted to drill the hole, drilling depth can not 

be expected well, pastime may additionally destroy because 

of human mistakes, and distinctive size holes can't be 

drilled without converting the drill bit. Consumes lot of 

time for doing repeated more than one jobs, the ones all are 

the drawbacks. To triumph over that form of issues, this 

automatic drilling machine is designed that is aimed to drill 

the holes robotically over a interest consistent with the 

drilling intensity facts programmed via a key board. The 

fundamental idea of this device is to drill the holes over 

precise jobs again and again at wonderful depths, series is 

maintained. As the device incorporates drill motor, the 

movement is controlled correctly. Especially the 

manipulate circuit designed with microcontroller performs 

dominant feature in this task art work. There are many 

types of drills: some are powered manually, others use 

electricity (electric drill) or compressed air (pneumatic 

drill) as the motive power. Drills with a percussive 

action (hammer drills) are mostly used in hard materials such 

as masonry (brick, concrete and stone) or rock. Drilling rigs 

are used to bore holes in the earth to obtain water or oil. Oil 

wells, water wells, or holes for geothermal heating are 

created with large drilling rigs. Some types of hand-held 

drills are also used to drive screws and other fasteners. 

Some small appliances that have no motor of their own 

may be drill-powered, such as small pumps, grinders, etc. 

Drill machines have been the heart of every industry. 

Drilling holes in parts, sheets and structures is a regular 

industrial work. Perfect and well aligned drilling needs 

fixed and strong drills. Some parts cannot be drilled using 

fixed drills due to low space between drill bit and drill bed. 

We need to use hand drills in such cases but hand drills 

have alignment problems while drilling. So here i propose a 

360º flexible drill that can be mounted on a table or wall 
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and can be used to drill holes horizontally, vertically or 

even upside down. So this makes it possible for easy 

drilling in even complicated parts and surfaces. Thus i use 

rotating hinges and connectors with motor mount and 

supporting structure to design and fabricate a 360 degree 

drilling machine for easy drilling operations. 

A. Types of Drilling Machine 

1) Portable drilling machine 

2) Sensitive drilling machine 

3) Upright or column drilling machine 

4) Radial drilling machine 

5) Gang drilling machine 

6) Multi-spindle drilling machine 

7) Vertical drilling machine 

8) Automatic drilling machine 

9) Deep hole drilling machine 

 
 

The upright drilling machine is designed for handling 

medium sized work pieces. Though it looks like a sensitive 

drilling machine, it is larger and heavier than a  sensitive 

drilling machine. Holes of diameter up to 50mm can be 

made with this type of machine. Besides, it is  supplied 

with power feed arrangement. For drilling different types of 

work, the machine is provided with a number of spindle 

speeds and feed. There are two different types of upright 

drilling machines according to the cross-section of the 

machine The main parts of an upright drilling machine are: 

base, column, table and drill head.  

Base – Base is made of cast iron as it can withstand 

vibrations set by the cutting action. It is erected on the floor 

of the shop by means of bolts and nuts. It is the supporting 

member as it supports column and other parts on it. The top 

of the base is accurately machined and has ‘T’-slots. When 

large work pieces are to be held, they are directly mounted 

on the base. 

Column – Column stands vertically on the base and 

supports the work table and all driving mechanisms. It is 

designed to withstand the vibrations set up due to the 

cutting action at high speedsreate cylindrical holes, almost 

always of circular cross-section. Drill bits come in many 

sizes and have many uses. Bits are usually connected to a 

mechanism, often simply referred to as a drill, which 

rotates them and provides torque and axial force to create 

the hole. The shank is the part of the drill bit grasped by the 

chuck of a drill. The cutting edges of the drill bit are at one 

end, and the shank is at the other. 

Drill bits come in standard sizes, described in the drill bit 

sizes article. A comprehensive drill bit and tap size chart 

lists metric and imperial sized drill bits alongside the 

required screw tap sizes. 

II Conceptual Analysis 

The spiral (or price of twist) within the drill bit controls the 

rate of chip removal. A speedy spiral (high twist price or 

“compact flute”) drill 

bit is used in high feed charge packages beneath low spindle 

speeds, wherein elimination of a massive volume of swarf is 

required. Low spiral (low twist rate or “elongated flute”) 

drill bits are utilized in slicing programs wherein excessive 

reducing speeds are historically used, and wherein the 

material has an inclination to gall at the bit or otherwise clog 

the hole, such as aluminum or copper. 

• The point perspective, or the perspective fashioned 

at the tip of the bit, is determined via the cloth the bit could 

be running in. Harder substances require a bigger point 

angle, and softer materials require a sharper perspective. 

The correct factor angle for the hardness of the fabric 

controls wandering, chatter, hole shape, put on charge, and 

different traits. 

• The lip angle determines the quantity of aid 

supplied to the reducing side. A extra lip attitude will 

motive the bit to reduce extra aggressively under the same 

amount of factor stress as a bit with a smaller angle. Both 

conditions can cause binding, put on, and eventual 

catastrophic failure of the device. The right quantity of lip 

clearance is determined by the point attitude. A very acute 

point angle has greater web floor area supplied to the work 

at someone time, requiring an competitive lip perspective, in 

which a flat bit is extraordinarily sensitive to small 

adjustments in lip perspective due to the small surface area 

assisting the slicing edges. 

• The period of a chunk determines how lengthy a 

hollow can be drilled, and also determines the stiffness of 

the bit and accuracy of the resultant hollow. Twist drill bits 
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are available in popular lengths, referred to as Stub- 

duration or Screw-Machine-length (quick), the 

extraordinarily not unusual  Jobber-length (medium), and 

Taper-duration or Long-Series (long). 

The diameter-to-period ratio of the drill bit is usually among 

1:1 and 1:10. Much higher ratios are possible (e.G., 

“aircraft-period” twist bits, pressured-oil gun drill bits, and 

so on.), but the higher the ratio, the greater the technical 

assignment of producing accurate work. 

The great geometry to use depends upon the houses of the 

cloth being drilled. 

 Twist Drill Bits: The twist drill bit is the type produced in 

largest amount nowadays. It accommodates a cutting point 

on the tip of a cylindrical shaft with helical flutes; the flutes 

act as an Archimedean screw and lift swarf out of the hole. 

Twist drill bits range in diameter from 0.002 to 3.5 in (0.051 

to 88.900 mm) and can be as long as 25.5 in (650 mm). 

The geometry and sharpening of the cutting edges is crucial 

to the performance of the bit. Small bits that become blunt 

are often discarded because sharpening them correctly is 

difficult and they are cheap to replace. For larger bits, 

special grinding jigs are available. A special tool grinder is 

available for sharpening or reshaping cutting surfaces on 

twist drill bits in order to optimize the bit for a particular 

material. 

The most common twist drill bit has a point angle of 118 

degrees, acceptable for use in wood, metal, plastic, and most 

other materials, although it does not perform as well as 

using the optimum angle for each material. In most 

materials it does not tend to wander or dig in. 

A more aggressive angle, such as 90 degrees, is suited for 

very soft plastics and other materials; it would wear rapidly 

in hard materials. Such a bit is generally self-starting and 

can cut very quickly. A shallower angle, such as 150 

degrees, is suited for drilling steels and other tougher 

materials. This style of bit requires a starter hole, but does 

not bind or suffer premature wear so long as a suitable feed 

rate is used. 

Drill bits with no point angle are used in situations where a 

blind, flat-bottomed hole is required. These bits are very 

sensitive to changes in lip angle, and even a slight change 

can result in an inappropriately fast cutting drill bit that will 

suffer premature wear. Efficiency. Field experience usually 

provides the basis for operations in a particular area, but 

testing often is too costly and experience too late. 

Consequently y, a method for determining optimum drilling 

techniques and parameters for any particular drilling 

condition, with a minimum of engineering effort and 

drilling experience is greatly needed. The drilling 

parameters, or variables, associated with rotary drilling have 

been analysed and divided in two groups as independent and 

dependent parameters (Barr and Brown, 1983; Ambrose, 

1987; and Shah, 1992). The independent variables are those 

which can be directly controlled by the drilling rig operator 

and dependent variables are those which represent the 

response of the drilling system to the drilling operation. 

There are, of course, many factors other than those 

discussed here that effect drilling efficiency and footage 

cost. These include such factors as formation hardness, 

abrasiveness of tion and well depth. As these items cannot 

be conveniently controlled, their influence on costs must 

simply be accepted. 

2.1 Procedure 

Penetrated openings are described by their sharp edge on the 

passageway side and the nearness of burrs on the leave side 

(except if they have been evacuated). Likewise, within the 

gap normally have helical feed marks. Drilling may 

influence the mechanical properties of the work piece by 

making low leftover worries around the gap opening and an 

extremely slim layer of exceptionally pushed and upset 

material on the recently shaped surface. This makes the 

workpiece become progressively powerless to erosion and 

break engendering at the focused on surface. A completion 

activity might be done to stay away from these unfavorable 

conditions For fluted boring tools, any chips are expelled 

through the flutes. Chips may frame long spirals or little 

drops, contingent upon the material, and procedure 

parameters.[2] The kind of chips shaped can be a pointer of 

the mach inability of the  material, with long chips 

proposing great material mach inability. At the point when 

conceivable bored openings ought to be found opposite to 

the work piece surface. This limits the drill bit\'s inclination 

to \"walk\", that is, to be redirected from the planned focus 

line of the drag, making the opening be lost. The higher the 

length-to-measurement proportion of the boring apparatus, 

the more prominent the inclination to walk   

2.2 Profound Opening Boring 

Profound opening boring is characterized as a gap 

profundity more prominent than multiple times the breadth 

of the gap. These sorts of gaps require uncommon gear to 

keep up the straightness and resistances. Different 

contemplations are roundness and surface finish.  

A cutting edge observing framework is utilized to control 

power, torque, vibrations, and acoustic emission. Vibration 

is viewed as a significant imperfection in profound opening 

penetrating which can regularly make the drill break. A 
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unique coolant is normally used to help in this sort of 

penetrating  

2.3 Firearm Boring 

Firearm boring was initially evolved to penetrate out 

weapon barrels and is utilized regularly for boring littler 

distance across profound gaps. The profundity to-breadth 

proportion can be much more noteworthy than 300:1. The 

key component of weapon boring is that the bits are self 

centering; this is the thing that takes into account such 

profound precise gaps. The bits utilize a turning movement 

like a wind drill; notwithstanding, the bits are structured 

with bearing cushions that slide along the outside of the 

opening keeping the boring apparatus on focus. Weapon 

boring is typically done at high speeds and low feed rates 

.  

2.4 MICRO DRILLING 

Miniaturized scale boring alludes to the boring of gaps 

under 0.5 mm (0.020 in). Boring of openings at this 

little measurement presents more noteworthy issues 

since coolant took care of drills can't be utilized and 

high axle speeds are required. High axle speeds that 

surpass 10,000 RPM likewise require the utilization of 

adjusted device holders. 

 
Fig 1.2.4(a) Design of Drill bits 

 
Fig 1.2.4 (b) Overall Design of Drill Bit 

 

3. ADVANTAGES 

 1. It reduces drill tool failure due to improper grinding. 

2. It is very economic when compared to CNC drill 

sharpener. 3. Not only twist drills; split and counter 

sink drills can be ground. 4. Suitable and cost efficient 

for small scale industries. 5. Time consumption is less. 

6. An unskilled operator can also operate. 7. Safety of 

the operator is ensured.  

 

 

4. APPLICATIONS 

1. This project suits well applicable in production and 

manufacturing industries.  

2. Mainly it can be used in small scale industry.  

3. Serves more efficiently in mass production areas.  

 

 

 

5 Conclusion 

Thus the fixture was fabricated. The scope of this 

project lies in fully determining and understanding the 

functioning of the fixture and exploring the different 

possibilities of utilizing the fixture for different 

processes, etc. This project has addressed the most 

common problem arising from the drill bit sharpening 

called negative relief, thus redefining the conventional 

drill bit re-conditioning techniques. Thus this fixture 

will not only serve as an effective and efficient means, 

but also it will ensure the safety of the operating 

personnel. We can further develop more features in this 

fixture. We can 

encrypt the idea of multi chuck arrangement similar to 

lathe machines, so that we can grind drill bits with 

diameters more than 12mm as we were using a ½ inch 

chuck in this fixture. Some changes in the clamping 

arrangement can also be made in order to fix this fixture 

not only with bench grinder but also with tool and 

cutter grinder, as this fixture was portable. We can 

improve the clamping arrangement in order to provide 

suitable relief angle for with respect to the type of 

grinder 
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